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Perfect Houseguest

2015, dirs. Max Porter and Ru Kuwahata, USA (1’35”)

Synopsis

A house is visited by a clean, organised, well-mannered guest.

This fi lm can be viewed again on Vimeo at: https://vimeo.com/123696064

Activities 

Before visiting the cinema

Before watching the fi lm let the children hear the music and sounds from the fi lm. Keep the 
computer screen and interactive whiteboard turned off. By letting the children only hear the fi lm 
they can make predictions about what they think is happening and how the music is helping to 
depict the actions of the mouse.
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After watching the film

Discussion questions

• Why is the mouse tidying the house?
• Is there a reason the owners aren’t tidying the house?
• Do the people who live there know that the mouse tidies the house?
• What do you think the mouse’s house looks like behind the door?

Children’s Task 

Get the children to draw what they think the mouse’s house looks like behind the door. Use this 
still image of the door as a stimulus. Encourage the children to think pair and share their ideas.  
Take feedback and write up ideas and suggestions on the interactive white board. For younger 
children single words or simple sentences to describe the house would do, older classes could 
write a fuller description to match their image.

I enjoy exploring events and characters in stories and other texts and I use what I learn to invent 
my own, sharing these with others in imaginative way. LIT 0-09b/LIT 0-31a    
      
Having explored the elements writers use in different genres, I can use what I learn to create my 
own stories, poems and plays with interesting structures, characters and/or settings. 
ENG 1-31a

Additional Information/Resources

This film has a lovely website that shows the video and some great still images that can be 
used in the classroom. It can be found at:

http://www.tinyinventions.com/main/perfect-houseguest/


